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The new D4 is an evolutionary development in the world of descenders, a combination of all the best features from 
other descenders in one. Our market research discovered that many industry users have multiple demands that were 
not being met by current devices on the market, we listened and let them get involved in the design process of the 
D4. After hundreds of hours of trials, evaluation and feedback, eventually more than two years later we are proud to 

release what we, and many dozens of experienced industry users think is the best work/rescue descender in the 
world! 

 

varying speeds but always under control, they need to ascend, they need to 

create a Z-rig system for progress capture, they need to belay and they 
need to rescue ideally without having to add components to create friction.  
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

RP880 D4 Descender 
 
Weight        
Slip Load     
Rope Range 
User Weight 
Standards    
 
 

> 655g (23oz) 
> Approx.5kN 
> 10.5-11.5mm 
> Up to 240kg (500lbs) 
> EN12841; ANSI Z359;  
NFPA 1983  

Z-rig system with the D4 Work/

Rescue Descender with ATRAES, 

Australia.  

Tyrolean Traverse rigging, North Wales.  

 
The device needed to work on industry standard ropes of 10.5mm-11.5mm 
whether they be dry or wet, new or old, needed to be easy to thread and 
easy to use, to be robust to the point of being indestructible, and last but 

not least the device needed to have a double-stop panic brake that engages 
when you need it to but isn’t so sensitive that it comes on and off too easily. 
It was a tough call.  



 

 

Features & Applications 

 
The D4 has a 240kg/500lb Working Load Limit which means it is absolutely suitable for two-man rescue, without the 
need for the creation of extra friction. The rope can be side-fed over the lead-in or it can be fed in over the nose (the 
top-bobbin). Whilst testing the device when the rope is fed in over the top-bobbin, at heights over 100m, these tests 

have shown to be quite effective in reducing friction to allow the descent to be started with a heavy rope below and it 

may also reduce rope twist.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

detaching from their harness & a standard screwgate 

karabiner can be fully rotated. The top plate has been 
uniquely designed with a small ‘ramp’ which scoops 
up the karabiner to ensure 
that it does not get caught 
between the side-plates 
forcing them apart. The side 
plates are manufactured 

using 4mm aluminium 
plates making the device 
robust and rigid. 
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A double-action side-plate release mechanism (push 

button) increases safety without compromising ease of 
use. The push button release is easy to use even 

however it is very difficult to release the 
button when in suspension, thus making the chance of 
inadvertent opening very small.  
 

Two-man rescue with a 180kg bariatric dummy at Outreach, North 

Wales.  
Simulated Pick-off rescue at the Quarry, North Wales.  



 

The D4 Descender has a patented mechanism that will fit into a family of four devices: 

D2 Escape Descender 
A personal escape Device utilising 7.5mm Technora or 8mm Polyester rope as an alternative, for example, to the Petzl 
EXO. Download Datasheet here. 

 

D3 UNDER DEVELOPMENT  

A personal descent/belay device utilising industry standard rope as an alternative, for example, to the Petzl Gri-Gri.   
 

D4 Work Rescue Descender 
A work rescue descender/belay device utilising 10.5-11.5mm industry standard rope as an alternative, for example, 

to the Petzl ID ‘S’. Download Datasheet here. 
 

D5 UNDER DEVELOPMENT   
A work rescue descender/belay device utilising 13mm industry standard rope as an alternative, for example, to the 
Petzl ID ’L’.  

The D4 features a unique and 
innovative progressive cam 
action, which offers precise 
control at slow or fast speeds. 

inside another cam.  
 
The cam is made from solid 
Stainless Steel with great wall 
thickness, to reduce wear 

through abrasion even in the 

worst environments such as 
Geotech work.  

 

The handle mechanism is designed to rotate through 
360° making its use easier and simpler. The handle itself 
is made from aluminium rather than plastic and therefore 
is not so susceptible to cracking, it is coated in a specially 

chosen paint which provides extra grip. The diagram 
shows that the handle has a working zone 

Cleverly, the handle 

rotation is accompanied by audible clicks which help the 
user identify the correct position of the handle.  
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PARK POSITION 

http://www.iscwales.com/Uploads/Product/Datasheets/1-209-2-502-1-RP860.pdf
http://www.iscwales.com/Uploads/Product/Datasheets/1-200-2-500-1-rp880.pdf


 

Solutions in Metal 

T > +44 (0) 1248 363 125 

 

The D4 devices are now available to purchase, each device is individually serial numbered and is available in various 
colours including a black tactical version.  
 
Please contact us for more information, availability and pricing. 

Register for e-mail Updates 

  

“The D4 is definitely a winner!” 

” 

I have just had the opportunity to test the D4! From 
the moment I wrapped my fingers around it to put it 

on rope it felt well built and strong. It was smooth and 
responsive. It was easy to manoeuvre and take up 

slack. I had the chance to test is on a few limb walks 
at over 200ft, I found it performed very well  on the 

catching! It is definitely are very nice piece of 
gear! When you are climbing out of 270ft trees in pitch 
black you need to know that your descender is worthy 
of the descent.  It is called total trust. I will definitely 

be using the D4 for some big tree climbs again. 

John Gathright,  
Tree Climbing, Japan.  

“ 
“unquestionably the superior device” 

” 

“ In more than one of our tester’s opinions ISC’s new D4 
descender is unquestionably the superior device when 

compared against the Petzl I’D and Petzl Rig, which 
have set the benchmark for industrial descenders. When 

holding these two devices in your hands the burly metal 
construction and increased weight of D4 make the Petzl 
I’D feel like a flimsy toy. 

Greg Korpela, 
Canadian Rope Access Specialists (CRAS) 

Testimonials 

“ 

” 

vertical work, and it has been tested under a heavy 

load, with wet rope and in all configurations. The D4 
device works very well under these conditions. I have 

personally shown the D4 in Ecuador and Chile, Brazil 
and Colombia, works great. On a scale from 0 to 10, I 
give a 10 to the D4. Congratulations on the D4, it really 
is a tremendous product. 

“ 

” 

Hemos probado el D4 trabajando con mi empresa de 
trabajos verticales y estamos muy a gusto con él. Ha 

sido ensayado con mucha carga, con cuerdas mojadas 
y en todas las configuraciones posibles. Puedo decir 

que funciona muy bien bajo todas estas condiciones. 
(Me gustaría añadir que lo he mostrado personalmente 
en Chile, Ecuador, Brasil y Colombia y funciona genial). 
De 1 a 10, le doy un 10 al D4. Felicitaciones por el D4, 
de verdad es tremendo producto.   
.   

Sebastián Sologuren,  
ASITEP – Asistencia Técnica Profesional   

“I give a 10 out of 10 to the D4, it really is a tremendous product” 

http://www.iscwales.com
https://twitter.com/ISC_Wales
http://www.youtube.com/iscmarketing
https://www.facebook.com/iscwalesuk
http://www.linkedin.com/company/isc-wales
http://eepurl.com/nKwA9

